Characters                                          Played by

CO:      Captain Mathew Loran            Paul
XO:      Cmdr. James McDuggle          Rich
CSO:    Lt. Cmdr. Taliza Cal                Eric
CTO:    Lt. Ryan Williams                    Ryan
FCO:    Lt. JG Patton Chottu               Martjin
CNS:    Lt. Cmdr. DiDomnia                Erin

NPC SM                                              Pam


Host SM_Pam says:
= /\ = /\ = /\ = /\ = /\= Begin  = /\ = /\ = /\ = /\ = /\ =
Host CO_Loran says:
::comes out of his RR::  CSO:  Status?
CTO_Williams says:
::Leans back on his chair.  The computers are handling the tractor beam lock faster then he could ever::
CSO_Taliza says:
CO: Sir, the XO has used a static warp shell around the center of the anomaly with one of the runabouts.
FCO_Chottu says:
::at flight, wise enough not to speak a word until Engineering tells him port thrusters are back::
CNS_DiDomnia says:
::looks around, observing the apparent calm that had settled over the bridge for the moment::
Host XO_McDuggle says:
@::checks power reading and brings life support to the minimal and redirects it to the warp bubble::
Host CO_Loran says:
CSO:  How are we going to get him out of there if it closes around him?
CMO_Rangi_Taiahiao says:
::continues to monitor the mother::
CSO_Taliza says:
CO: We have a transporter lock on him, and he should be on his way out.
Host CO_Loran says:
CSO:  Correct me if I'm wrong.  If what the sensor logs I've just gone over are true about us losing contact with the sensor probes that was sent in, how are we able to keep a lock onto him?
CNS_DiDomnia says:
::also anxious to hear from her friends in security how well the "disarming" of the CEO went::
CSO_Taliza says:
CO: We still have communications, so we'll piggyback a transporter beam on the comm. signal.
Host CO_Loran says:
CSO:  How good is our communications link with him?
CSO_Taliza says:
CTO: How is the comm. signal at the moment?
Host XO_McDuggle says:
@::checks sensors::*CSO*: Cmdr. how fast is the field shrinking.
CSO_Taliza says:
*XO*: It's shrinking about 1 km per minute at the moment, sir.
CTO_Williams says:
CSO: All right.... we're maintaining it.
Host SM_Pam says:
ACTION: The subspace rupture very slowly begins to close
CSO_Taliza says:
*XO*: Sir, I suggest you start hightailing it out of there.
Host CO_Loran says:
CSO:  Tell me why we can't get him out now?
Host XO_McDuggle says:
@*CSO*: Please keep me informed as my sensors aren't reading that well here.
CSO_Taliza says:
*XO*: The captain is wanting us to bring you back now.
Host XO_McDuggle says:
@*CSO*: Roger heading back now. :: starts the runabout back towards the ship::
CSO_Taliza says:
CTO: You have that transporter signal ready to piggyback on that comm.?
CSO_Taliza says:
*XO*: No!  Stay there!
CSO_Taliza says:
*XO*: Put the runabout on automatic and prepare for beam out.
Host SM_Pam says:
ACTION: As the XO backs away the rupture begins to grow again
Host XO_McDuggle says:
@::brings the runabout to a stop:: *CSO*: Will you please make up your mind .
CSO_Taliza says:
*XO*: When you moved, the field grew about the same rate it was collapsing.  Get back to your previous position, and we'll beam you out.
Host XO_McDuggle says:
@*CSO*: Roger ::moves the runabout back to the center and puts it at station keeping::
CSO_Taliza says:
CTO: Is the transporter signal ready?
Host XO_McDuggle says:
@*CSO*: Cmdr. Everything’s set here ready for beam out.
Host SM_Pam says:
ACTION: With all power being directed to the warp bubble, the runabout's other systems become unstable and power begins to drop
CSO_Taliza says:
*XO*: Stand by.
CSO_Taliza says:
CTO: Lieutenant, I need that transporter!
Host CO_Loran says:
CSO:  Do we have another runabout on standby in case we can't beam him out?
CSO_Taliza says:
CO: Yes, sir.
Host XO_McDuggle says:
@*CSO*: Hold on I need to stabilize the power first.
CTO_Williams says:
CSO: Its there.  The computer's been maintaining the link.
Host XO_McDuggle says:
@::makes the adjustment need to stabilize the power::
CSO_Taliza says:
*XO*: We're beaming you back... NOW!  CTO: Energize!
CTO_Williams says:
::Jolts back to reality, and nearly falls out of his chair::
CTO_Williams says:
::Smashes the button::
CNS_DiDomnia says:
::wonders what the CTO was thinking about that had him out in left field at a time like this...::
Host SM_Pam says:
ACTION: The Arondight's transporter can't lock on to the XO.
CTO_Williams says:
Self: Grr!! The computers update a thousand times a second.  That transporter lock is foolproof. ::Taps more buttons adjusting the lock, and tries again::
CSO_Taliza says:
*XO*: We're having problems here.
Host XO_McDuggle says:
@::watches the power reading:: *CSO*: Problem?
CSO_Taliza says:
Goode: Get down to the launch bay and prepare to take the stand by runabout.
CSO_Taliza says:
<Goode> CSO: Aye sir.  ::leaves bridge::
CSO_Taliza says:
*XO*: We can't maintain a lock.
CSO_Taliza says:
CO: It looks like we're going to have to go in after him.
Host XO_McDuggle says:
@*CSO*: Were the pattern enhancers put on board the runabout?
Host SM_Pam says:
ACTION: The subspace rupture begins to grow at a terrific rate, the runabout barely able to maintain power.
CSO_Taliza says:
*XO*: I made sure of it.
CSO_Taliza says:
*XO*: It seems the runabout doesn't have the power.  Get out of there if you can now!
CSO_Taliza says:
<Goode> ::enters launch bay and powers up the standby runabout::
FCO_Chottu says:
::looks back hearing the CSO suggesting going into the rupture after the XO and clearly shakes his head advising against it::
Host XO_McDuggle says:
@*CSO*: I am afraid that I don't have enough power left to make it out.
CSO_Taliza says:
::sees the FCO shake his head:: FCO: Then how do you suggest we get him out?
Host CO_Loran says:
CSO:  Is the runabout too far for us to transfer power to it?
CSO_Taliza says:
CO: It's right in the center of the field.
Host XO_McDuggle says:
@;;sets up the pattern enhancers :: *CSO* : I have the pattern enhancers set up try transporting now.
CSO_Taliza says:
CTO: Try the transport again.
FCO_Chottu says:
CSO: Tractor him out? Anything but going in there.
CTO_Williams says:
::Taps some more buttons, and attempts to beam up the XO again::
CSO_Taliza says:
CO: He's not too far away for a power transfer.
Host SM_Pam says:
ACTION: Communication to the runabout begins to break up, the power levels on the runabout still falling
Host CO_Loran says:
CSO:  Then, set up a power transfer if the runabout doesn't have enough to keep it going/
CSO_Taliza says:
CO: Aye sir.  ::sets up the transfer:: *XO*: We're going to send you some juice, commander.  ::starts the transfer::
Host XO_McDuggle says:
@::sets the control to receive power:: *CSO*: Roger ready here.


Host SM_Pam says:
ACTION: The power transfer seems to be working and the runabout's power levels begin to rise.
Host XO_McDuggle says:
@::watches as the power levels increase:: *CSO*: That is helping.
CSO_Taliza says:
CTO: Can you get that transporter lock now?
CTO_Williams says:
::Taps more buttons, an unsatisfying beep comes from his panel:: 
Host CO_Loran says:
CSO:  Status of the field?
CTO_Williams says:
CSO: Nope, still nothing.
CSO_Taliza says:
CO: Still growing, sir.
Host XO_McDuggle says:
@::reinforces the warp bubble from the power transfer::
Host XO_McDuggle says:
@*CSO*: Cmdr are we still having any effect on the field?
CSO_Taliza says:
*XO*: It was still growing for a while... ::checks sensors::
Host SM_Pam says:
ACTION: A sudden surge in power overloads the comm. system on the runabout, rendering it useless for the moment
Host XO_McDuggle says:
@::see the Comm. system go down and grabs a repair kit and starts to fix it::
CSO_Taliza says:
Self: Great!  CO: We've lost comm.
Host CO_Loran says:
CSO:  I suggest sending in the other runabout.
CSO_Taliza says:
CO: Aye sir.  *Goode*: Prepare for launch.  ::opens the bay door::
CSO_Taliza says:
<Goode> *CSO*: Launching now.
Host XO_McDuggle says:
@::sees that there is a power overload building and tries to reroute it to some other system needing power::
CSO_Taliza says:
<Goode> ::guides runabout from the launch bay toward the field::
Host SM_Pam says:
ACTION: The rupture begins to shrink with the added power
CSO_Taliza says:
CO: Sir, the rupture is shrinking again.
Host XO_McDuggle says:
@::fixes a few relays on the COMM system and tries it::*CSO*: McDuggle to Taliza Come in.
Host CO_Loran says:
CSO:  Well, that is good, to a point.
CSO_Taliza says:
@<Goode> ::enters the shrinking field::
Host XO_McDuggle says:
@makes a few more adjustments::*CSO*: McDuggle to Taliza come in. Please!
CSO_Taliza says:
::Hears something:: *XO*: Commander, is that you?  You're breaking up.
CSO_Taliza says:
@<Goode> ::guides runabout up to the XO's runabout::


Host SM_Pam says:
ACTION: The power transfer still coming from the Arondight creates a sudden burst of energy throughout the field, causing a massive explosion
Host XO_McDuggle says:
@::checks out some more relays and tries a gain:: *CSO*: Taliza is this better?
CSO_Taliza says:
::looks at sensors:: CO: Sir!  Something just exploded in the field!
CTO_Williams says:
::Tries to smoothen out the power stream::
Host SM_Pam says:
ACTION: The runabout with Goode is destroyed and the Arondight systems go offline.
CSO_Taliza says:
<Goode> ::dead::
Host XO_McDuggle says:
@::feels the runabout rock:: Self: Now what? ::checks reading ::
Host CO_Loran says:
CSO:  What happened?
CSO_Taliza says:
CO: Sir...  It's Goode!  His runabout...
CNS_DiDomnia says:
::looks around as the emergency lights cast an eerie glow on the bridge.::
CTO_Williams says:
::Tries to bring the Arondight's broken systems back online by rerouting power systems::
CMO_Rangi_Taiahiao says:
:: When  main power goes out:: To sickbay:  Oh  Frack!
Host XO_McDuggle says:
@::notices that sensor are out as well as the Comm.:: Self: Great no sensor or communications.
CSO_Taliza says:
<Plenty> ::enters bridge as CSO is talking about Goode:: CSO: What about Goode?  What runabout?
CSO_Taliza says:
Plenty: Jen, Johnny's gone.
CMO_Rangi_Taiahiao says:
Other docs:    Status!   ::taps comm. badge:: *Bridge*:  What's going on up there?
CSO_Taliza says:
CO: Sir, I also can't pick up the XO's runabout on sensors at all.
CTO_Williams says:
Self: Grr... I'm a CTO... not a miracle worker... or a CEO!  ::Tries to get main power back online::
Host CO_Loran says:
*CMO*:  We've lost main power.  We've also lost one, maybe two runabouts.
CMO_Rangi_Taiahiao says:
<doc>  CMO:  Auxiliary power coming online,  injuries being reported through out the ship
CNS_DiDomnia says:
::looks up at the CSO's conversation with this person Plenty, and surmises there must have been some sort of relationship between the two... watches to see what her initial reaction is::
CSO_Taliza says:
<Desai> CMO: We barely have enough power in aux to work in here, doctor.
CMO_Rangi_Taiahiao says:
*CO*:   ::curses::  We have injuries coming in down here.
Host XO_McDuggle says:
@::checks the power readings to see how the runabout is doing::
CTO_Williams says:
::Reroutes standby power to re-initialize the warp core, and main power::
CSO_Taliza says:
<Plenty> CSO: And just when I was about to inform him that I got accepted into OCS.
CSO_Taliza says:
Plenty: Well, that is good news.
Host CO_Loran says:
*CMO*:  Do what you can.  I've got enough to worry about up here right now.
CMO_Rangi_Taiahiao says:
Desai: People were doing medicine long before  most of this equipment.  Start Triage, and keep and eye on that mom.  She could start delivering any time.
CMO_Rangi_Taiahiao says:
*CO*:  Aye, Aye sir , sick bay out
CSO_Taliza says:
<Desai> CMO: Yes, doctor. ::starts triage::
CNS_DiDomnia says:
::it looked like the CSO was handling it, but still made a mental note to track down Plenty in the near future::
CTO_Williams says:
::Re-routes more power around broken EPS conduits, more lights begin to light up on his panel, as things are slowly repaired::
CSO_Taliza says:
<Plenty> ::turns around and starts to leave the bridge, then starts bawling when she enters the TL::
Host CO_Loran says:
FCO:  What's our position?
CSO_Taliza says:
::checks his chronometer:: CO: Sir!  My chronometer is starting to run backwards.
Host XO_McDuggle says:
@::sets power to keep the warp bubble stable::
CTO_Williams says:
::Adjusts sensitive power parameters for better stability::
CNS_DiDomnia says:
::accesses Goode's personnel file to see if there is a next of kin or any other family on the Arondight that will need to be taken care of::
CMO_Rangi_Taiahiao says:
Desai:  Send out teams 3 and 9 with med packs.  Only send code reds here.  Send yellows to the designated lounges. ,  call in the  trauma doctors on call , and start a pot of espresso!
Host SM_Pam says:
ACTION: The subspace rupture is closed and all is well or is it?
Host CO_Loran says:
CSO:  I hope this isn't Loki again.
CNS_DiDomnia says:
::looks up:: CO: Loki, sir?
CSO_Taliza says:
CO: No, sir.  That time, time stood still.
Host CO_Loran says:
CNS:  Long story, but, yes, Loki, the Asgard god.
Host CO_Loran says:
CSO:  No, we returned with time reversed.
Host CO_Loran says:
CSO:  We knew not to fight those pirates.
CTO_Williams says:
CO: Yeah.... no kidding.... that would be bad.
CSO_Taliza says:
CO: That's right.  Anyway, the rupture seems to be closed right now.
Host XO_McDuggle says:
@::Sees that his chronometer is going forward at an surprising rate:: Self: As if I need another problem it seem now that I am going into the future.
Host CO_Loran says:
CSO:  Well, that doesn't help us with trying to find our two crewmates.
CNS_DiDomnia says:
::the description "Asgard god" does not ring any bells with her, and she still looks visibly confused, but figures she can just research it later::
CTO_Williams says:
CNS: We had a hack-and-slash good time... ::Rolls his eyes and returns to work::
CSO_Taliza says:
CO: Sir, Goode's runabout was destroyed.  He's gone.  It's Cmdr. McDuggle who is unaccounted.
CSO_Taliza says:
::hears the CTO:: CNS: Yeah, and I slayed a dragon.
CTO_Williams says:
CNS: Yeah... and I saved the wo-.... ::Stops abruptly, and returns to work, obviously recalling something and putting it away::
CNS_DiDomnia says:
CTO/CSO:  Well, it seems as if you all had a very interesting experience... ::smiles:: let's hope it's not soon repeated.
CNS_DiDomnia says:
::cocks and eyebrow at the CTO, taking a guess at what the continuation of that last word would be::
Host XO_McDuggle says:
@::sets a course back to the Arondight and suddenly realize that is isn't there::
Host CO_Loran says:
CNS:  Well, Odin did put a stop to Loki's mischievousness and set things right.  Kinda prevented Loki from doing it again.  But, for Loki, that is like oil and water.
CNS_DiDomnia says:
CO: Would Odin be another god, then?
Host CO_Loran says:
CNS:  Yes, god of their gods.
Host CO_Loran says:
CNS:  You've heard of Q, right?
CSO_Taliza says:
CNS: Odin was to this group like Zeus was to the Olympians and Jupiter to the Gods of Rome.
CNS_DiDomnia says:
CO: Yes, that is someone I am very familiar with ::grins::
Host XO_McDuggle says:
@::brings the runabout to a stop and tries to figure out what happened::
CSO_Taliza says:
*Desai*: Taliza to Desai...
Host CO_Loran says:
CNS:  They are like them, but, kinda with different standings.
CNS_DiDomnia says:
::listens intently, never having known many of the Terran mythology references::
CSO_Taliza says:
<Desai> *CSO*: Desai here.
Host CO_Loran says:
CNS:  A leader and officers under him.
CNS_DiDomnia says:
::nods:: CO: Interesting...
CSO_Taliza says:
*Desai*: Shehanna, we just lost Johnny.  His runabout is destroyed.  Cmdr. McDuggle's runabout is missing.
Host SM_Pam says:
ACTION: The XO finds himself somewhere far into the future where the Federation no longer exists, while the Arondight finds herself, thousands of years in the past, in the time of T`Kon. Can they ever return to their own time or are they all doomed to  live out their lives in the past and future.

Host SM_Pam says:
= /\ = /\ = /\ = /\ = /\ =  Pause Mission = /\ = /\ = /\ = /\ = /\ =
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